Banking on a
better experience.
If your bank isn’t offering customers the fully digital
experience they expect, the competition will. This guide
outlines the steps that can turn outdated enrollment
processes into faster approvals and happier customers.

Today, banks are either born digital or they must become digital. For the latter, bridging that
divide is paramount in a world where the battle for customers is won on the screen. By and
large, banks are making progress by thinking more holistically about their online customer
experience. But far too often, the enrollment process falls short. With a mix of paper and
digital forms, ink signatures, and long approval times, sign-ups for many banks look more
like a digital chasm than a mere divide.
The truth is this—while capabilities are higher than ever, so are customer expectations.
A generation that can order food with a click and adjust their thermostats a world away
expects the same fluid experiences with their banking interactions. As better digital
experiences make their way into customers’ lives, asking them to download, print, sign, and
scan doesn’t just doesn’t work anymore. The slightest whiff of friction during the enrollment
process—a credit card application that has to be downloaded, a car loan that requires an
ink signature, or an ID verification that takes a trip to the local branch—will send customers
to greener digital pastures.

30% of banks are in the early or very
early stages of digital transformation. 
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This competition isn’t just coming from traditional banks, either. In the world of banking,
consumers have a growing number of alternatives from digital-first fintech companies and
nontraditional players like Apple, Google, and Alipay that are creating new financial platforms
and attracting new customers with fully digital solutions that remove every
trace of friction from the process.

Turning the enrollment process into
an exceptional customer experience.
Banks have the opportunity to stand out and stay ahead by making their forms and
applications available to access, sign, and submit from any device, anytime. No more
downloading, printing, or signing by hand. But for traditional banks, the process of going
from a paper-based or inefficient enrollment process to an end-to-end digital
experience can be easier said than done.
But there’s good news. When banks take paper and manual processes out of the equation
and replace them with a fast, efficient, fully digital enrollment process, not only do
customers get a better experience—banks cash in on the benefits too.

Fewer Drop-Offs

Shorter Approval Times

A seamless end-to-end enrollment experience
leads to lower abandonment rates.

The typical approval time for a loan using a paperbased enrollment process can take days. With
a fully digital experience, it can happen in minutes.

Better Insight

More Revenue and ROI

A digital enrollment process gives banks more
visibility into which forms are being completed
and where customers drop out of the process.

Banks that integrate digital enrollment processes
are experiencing better returns on their
technology investments.

Reduced Operational Costs

Increased Security and Compliance

Going digital saves on processing times as well as
postage and printing costs.

Legally binding and globally compliant e-signatures
and digital IDs help banks reduce risk.

Improved Auditing
Access date- and time-stamped audit trails that
make auditability easy and accurate.

87% reduction on processing paper,
postage, and storage costs.

94% faster approvals reduced trade
document approvals from weeks to days.

45% growth in new account conversions.

25% decrease in new account opening time.
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Arriving at a fully digital enrollment process
is a step-by-step journey.
Whether it’s a credit card application or a car loan, offering customers a five-star experience
presents banks with an opportunity—as well as a challenge. Viewed as a whole, the
transformation from paper to fully digital may feel daunting. But it gets much more
manageable by looking at enrollment as a digital journey with one attainable step after
another. This step-by-step approach is important because it breaks down the journey and
reframes it as an ongoing progression. It starts by assessing where your processes
are now—and knowing the next step to take. Let’s get started.

Stage 1
Stage 1 is where many banks begin their digital transformation journey.
This means their forms and applications are a mix of paper, digital
documents, and PDFs, many of which still require ink signatures and
manual processing. To see if you’re in Stage 1, consider these questions:
Do application processes rely on paper forms and ink signatures?
Do customers need to print, sign, scan, or mail any forms or PDFs
in order to sign up for services?
Are internal processes manual for routing applications for
approval?
Is information from forms manually keyed into systems at any
point throughout the application process?
If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, that’s okay. Digitizing
forms and adding e-signatures to your process is a clear and simple next
step that can make a big impact. Learn more
If you found yourself answering “no” more often, let’s move on to Stage 2.

Stage 2
During Stage 2, applications like car loan applications, credit card
applications, and new account forms all become digital, fillable, and
signable with e-signatures—and accessible to customers with physical
limitations. Here, banks have added automated workflows to
e-signature processes, they don’t require customers to visit a branch
in person to verify their identification, and they have the ability to
securely store date- and time-stamped audit trails for each application.
The following questions will help you determine if your enrollment
process is in Stage 2.
Are forms and applications easy to find and fill out on your website?
Can your customers verify their identity with a government-issued
ID without coming into a local branch?
Can your forms be automatically routed to the right people in the
right order for processing and approvals?
Can you instantly access your signed agreements in case legal or
compliance issues arrive?
Don’t worry if you answered “no” to any of these questions. Adding
automated workflows and government-issued ID verification to your
enrollment process is a simple next step. Learn more
If you’re nodding your head and answering “yes,” fantastic. Learn more
about Stage 3.

Stage 3
Stage 3 is where the enrollment process becomes more mobile friendly,
responsive, and tightly integrated with your existing systems. During
Stage 3, a bank can prefill a form for a customer who is logged into
their website, a customer can easily complete a credit card application
on their smartphone, and data added to the form is automatically
mapped back to Salesforce or other back-end systems.
Can your customers fill and electronically sign documents and
applications from any device?
Can you prepopulate applications with a customer’s known
information?
Can customer information be mapped back into your systems
without manual data entry?
Do your forms and applications adapt to various types of devices?
If you answered “no” to these questions, Adobe Document Cloud can help.
Adobe Document Cloud is an intelligent platform that helps banks build
digital enrollment experiences that create more efficiency and a better
experience for customers—across any surface, at any scale.
It lets customers sign digitally with fully compliant e-signatures and builds
automatic workflows right into the enrollment process. Adobe Document
Cloud also lets banks store and archive their forms with built-in security
and easy auditing in case compliance issues ever come up. Plus, with
easy integration into the software your bank already uses, like Microsoft
Office 365, it’s a powerful solution that can have a big impact on team
productivity and efficiency.

The next step is always the most important.
Digital maturity isn’t a one-size-fits-all proposition. Most banks, as well as the different
departments within them, will find themselves somewhere along the path from paper to
partially digital to fully digital. Whether you’re just starting or fine-tuning your process, we have
the solutions that can help your bank identify the practical and achievable next step in the
journey. To see how it works for banks, get in touch with us for a free demo and consultation.
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